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Pupil of the Week 

Times Tables Champions 

Writer of the Week 

Good Learner 

The lucky winner of Learner of the Week this week was Twinkle N  from Blue Class.  

Congratulations, a very big well done to you! 

Miss Houlden John C  (Indigo) Mr Palk Rita H (Blue) 

Mr Broadbent Alice S (Red) Miss Spence Ella C (Indigo) 

Miss Birch Dylan J (Orange)   

Yellow Kina N - For sharing great ideas in Science. 

Connie A - For wowing Yellow Class with her Maths knowledge on Number Day last week! 

Indigo Jessica S - For trying to show more pride in the presentation of her work. 

Gabriel S - For modelling his shapes in dance and persevering.  

Green Alexis H-P - For being a fantastic member of Green Class. 

Ollie S  - For being a helpful and enthusiastic learner. 

Blue Isabella H   - For persevering with her reading and showing huge progress in her recent mocks. 

Keira T-B  -  For persevering with their reading and showing huge progress in their mocks 

Orange Lexi R -  For being very helpful in class. 

Maisie M - For being an all round superstar in  school. 

Red Lacey C - For being really motivated and dedicated to improving her own learning. 

Ethan T - For working hard on his productivity and presentation. 

Yellow Ezra P  - For taking his time to ensure that he had rhyming couplets in his poem. 

Indigo Eva C - For an excellent poem based on the Sound Collector. 

Green  Sophia B - For always striving to improve and showing a resilient attitude. 

Blue Mason C (Orange)  - For creating an amazing introduction to hi balance argument. 

Orange Hermione S (Blue) - For excellent progress in Writing. 

Red Charlie H - For a really strong introduction to a discussion text. 

We’ve had a fantastic whole school attendance of 97.41% this week, smashing our whole school   
target of 96%. Four classes managed over 96% this week and we have joint winners with Indigo and 
Green both achieving 99.23%. This is so good to see and means another class is up for the Pizza 
Reward! We still have plenty of time though for full attendance from each class to try and win the  
Pizza Afternoon reward. Congratulations to the 147 children with 100% attendance. 

The individual winner was Leoni C  (Red Class) Well done! 


